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Although the hyperfine structure (hfs) of many-electron atoms has

been studied intensively in recent years, it is still difficult to distinguish

between the competing effects of relativity and configuration interaction.

The Af 6s configuration of the neutral rare earths is of particular interest

because (a) the low-lying terms are relatively frt° of configuration

interaction, and (b) trends can be examined systeraatically as one proceeds

through the long 4f-shell. The procedure is to deduce, from the measured hfs

constants of low levels, the underlying hyperfine radial integrals for

comparison with ab initio predictions. Since some of these integrals are

extremely sensitive to any configuration interaction and others are not, it is

possible to determine both the extent and type of configuration interaction

present in some cases. Prior to the start of the present research no precise

hfs information existed for the entire second half of the 4f shell of the rare

earths. The present measurements were desgined both to provide such data and

to .nake possible a systematic study of the hfs throughout the 4f shell.

The atomic-beam, laser-rf, double-resonance method was used for the

measurements. With this technique, the occurrence of a radiofrequency

transition between atomic hfs levels is detected by noting an increase in the

laser-nduced fluorescence.
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A single-frequency dye laser is first swept slowly through an

optical line originating from the level to be studied, and the fluorescence is

recoued. Figure 1 shows a typical result, obtained for X 5985.99 in Dy I.

Because of the Doppler-free geometry, the hfs components of the line are

rather well resolved. The line illustrated is from the metastable 4f 6s I5

level to an excited J = 5 level at 25912.63 cm . For the double-resonance

measurements, the laser is held successively on selected hfs components of the

line and the related hfs intervals in the Ic level are determined by noting

the rf frequency needed to cause increased fluorescence. The hfs constants

for the line follow immediately.

Table I gives the results for low levels of 1 6 1» 1 6 3Dy and 1 6 7Er,

near the end of the 4f shell. The values of the dipole hfs radial integrals
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conventionally called <r >Q^, <r >^2» ^r ^10 a n d t n e corresponding
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quadrupole integrals <r >Q2» ^ r 11' ^ r 13 c a n ^ e determined from the

measured hfs constants. Plots of these quantities as one proceeds across the

4f shell will be shown. Although some of the integrals follow the ab initio

predictions rather well, others show systematic differences. An apparent SL-

term dependence of the integrals in Er is being investigated further, and

the hfs itself is being used to determine the degree of spin-orbit mixing

present. New multi-configuration, relativistic ab initio calculations are

also underway. The analysis will be published in detail when completed.
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Fig. 1. Hfs components of a typical Dy I optical line seen by Doppler-free
laser-induced fluorescence. The numbers above the components give the values
of the total angular momentum F in the lower and upper states of the optical
transition.

Table I. Measured hyperfine constants for low levels in Dy I and Er I. The
uncertainties are 0.001 MHz for A and 0.010 MHz for B.

Atom State hfs Constants (MHz)
A B

lfelDy

163Dy

167Er

-139.635

-161.971

-205.3A0

195.52A

226.801

287.528

-159.522

-173.A30

-121.840

-143.489

-167.147

960.891

894.023

961.154

1014.843

944.235

1015.109

-4119.755

-2429.392

518.617

1238.417

1686.545
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This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the
United States Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency
thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or
assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or use-
fulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any spe-
cific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufac-
turer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof.
The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof.


